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Control over the nucleation of new phases is highly desirable but elusive. Even though there is a long history of crystallization engineering by varying physicochemical parameters, controlling which polymorph crystallizes or whether a molecule crystallizes or forms an amorphous precipitate is still a poorly understood practice. Although there are now numerous examples of control using laser-induced nucleation, the absence of physical understanding is preventing progress. Here we show that the proximity of a liquid–liquid critical point or the corresponding binodal line can be used by a laser-tweezing potential to induce concentration gradients. A simple theoretical model shows that the stored electromagnetic energy of the laser beam produces a free-energy potential that forces phase separation or triggers the nucleation of a new phase. Experiments in a liquid mixture using a low-power laser diode confirm the effect. Phase separation and nucleation using a laser-tweezing potential explains the physics behind non-photochemical laser-induced nucleation and suggests new ways of manipulating matter.

The nucleation of new phases, such as crystals from solution, is of enormous technological importance but poorly understood. Although the vast majority of pharmaceutical products and most fine and speciality chemical products are made in crystal-line form, industrial crystallization has changed little in the past 350 years and suffers from an embarrassing lack of control with sometimes unexpected and severe financial consequences. Therefore, a deeper understanding and control of (crystal) nucleation are of great importance.

Two decades ago, it was shown that nanosecond-pulsed lasers can nucleate crystals in a supersaturated solution through a non-photochemical process. Most significantly, it was shown that the crystal polymorph could be selected by the polarization state of the laser. Subsequent work has shown that laser pulses can induce nucleation of various crystals, liquid crystals and bubbles. It was initially suggested that the Kerr effect was responsible for laser-induced nucleation, but subsequent work has shown that the data are inconsistent with it. Most disconcertingly, the reproducibility of polarization control over polymorph selection has been questioned, while pulsed-laser-induced nucleation appears to require impurity particles. However, a laser-induced nucleation experiment using continuous wave (CW) lasers did reliably show polarization control over polymorph selection. Thus, it is fair to say that a physical understanding of these phenomena is still sorely lacking.

In a supersaturated solution, the crystal is the most thermodynamically stable state but is difficult to access in the absence of heterogeneous nucleation sites. In the simplest case, random fluctuations lead to the formation of a critical nucleus and ultimately a macroscopic crystal. As suggested for proteins and more generally in non-classical nucleation theories, the concentration fluctuations leading to nucleation may well be enhanced by the proximity of a liquid–liquid demixing critical point. However, recent molecular dynamics simulations of the kinetics of crystallization found no special advantage of the proximity of the critical point on the nucleation rates.

Here we show that concentration variations near the liquid–liquid binodal (phase-separation line) can be directed by use of a laser beam. Rather than using nucleation of a crystal from solution, we will use a mixture of two liquids and explicitly consider the nucleation of a phase-separated state. We will present a simple theoretical model that is able to predict the changes in the free-energy landscape caused by the laser as well as the dynamics of laser-induced phase separation. Experiments confirm these predictions and show that a relatively weak laser can induce phase separation in the neighbourhood of a liquid–liquid binodal. Time-resolved experiments demonstrate laser-induced nucleation of a new phase in the metastable region of the phase diagram.

These results have profound implications for the understanding of laser-induced nucleation phenomena and provide a new impetus for solving the recent controversial results. The large effect seen here near a liquid–liquid binodal could lead to new means of controlling matter using external forces.

Results and discussion

Theoretical model. The phase transition considered here occurs when two liquids are miscible at high temperature but separate into two phases when the temperature is lowered. The free energy of such a system can be described by the regular solution model (Supplementary Section 1), which is a simple but surprisingly comprehensive physical description of the mixing and demixing of two liquids. It uses the entropy of mixing of two species combined with a pairwise additive interaction between molecules. This theory then predicts the free energy of the system, \( F \), as a function of the mole fraction of one of the liquids, \( x_o \).

The red curves in Fig. 1a,b show the change in free energy when the mole fraction is changed in a small (0.1%) sub-volume in the sample. In the regime where the two liquids are fully mixed (Fig. 1a), the free energy will always increase. However, in the metastable regime (at a temperature just below the binodal), after crossing a barrier, a new minimum in the free energy is reached corresponding to phase separation through homogeneous nucleation (Fig. 1b).

When a laser beam is focused into the small sub-volume, an additional enthalpy term \( -n^2 I \) (where \( n \) is the refractive index and \( I \) the laser intensity) must be added, representing the total stored electromagnetic energy. This term lowers the free energy and constitutes a laser-tweezing trap that will tend to pull in the liquid...
induced phase separation causes the nitrobenzene concentration to increase in the laser focus leaving behind a temporary depleted volume. Nucleation of a new phase. Nitrobenzene–decane mixture. When the laser is off, a free-energy barrier prevents the system from phase separating spontaneously. However, with increasing laser power the barrier lowers and then disappears entirely, causing the system to transition from metastable to unstable, hence inducing nucleation of a new phase. A three-dimensional plot of the position-dependent nitrobenzene mole fraction near the focus of a tweezing-laser. Laser-induced phase separation causes the nitrobenzene concentration to increase in the laser focus leaving behind a temporary depleted volume. Cartoon of the experimental setup consisting of a diode laser focused in the sample, which is contained in a temperature-controlled cell (Methods).

Laser-induced phase separation. Experiments were carried out on mixtures of nitrobenzene and decane, which behave similarly to the well-known mixture nitrobenzene and hexane but are less prone to evaporation. The mixture has an upper consolute temperature in the bulk of $T_c = 295.96$ K at critical mole fraction $x_c = 0.575$ (ref. 39). Samples ~12 µm thick were held in a cryogenically cooled stage (Fig. 1d) mounted in a modified Olympus BX53 microscope, which allowed a 200-mW (maximum) 785-nm laser beam to be focused in the sample.

Initial experiments were carried out at mole fractions and temperatures where the mixture is stable (above the binodal). We will refer to such experiments as laser-induced phase separation (LIPS).

When the laser is focused in the sample while it is being observed by phase-contrast microscopy, a bright spot becomes visible (Fig. 2a). This shows that LIPS takes place and that the fraction that is separated out of the mixture has a higher refractive index and must therefore be nitrobenzene rich. In Supplementary Section 2, we show that the refractive index change induced by LIPS is $\Delta n = 0.002$ corresponding to a change in mole fraction from critical to 0.589. The radial distribution (Fig. 2a) shows a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 4.5 µm and a depletion region minimum at a radius of 10 µm at steady state.

In order to confirm that the phase-separated region is nitrobenzene rich, the experiments were repeated in samples containing the dye methylene blue with fluorescence detection. The electron withdrawing nitro group in nitrobenzene causes quenching of the fluorescence in proportion to the nitrobenzene concentration. As can be seen in Fig. 2b, using fluorescence detection, LIPS produces a dark spot surrounded by a brighter ring, proving that the centre is indeed nitrobenzene rich and is surrounded by a nitrobenzene-depleted region.

Temperature-dependent experiments (Fig. 2c) show that the LIPS effect strongly increases in strength on cooling as the binodal is approached. This effect can be reproduced with the regular solution model with the laser tweezing term (not shown).
The temperature dependence at mole fraction $x = 0.575$ (volume fraction $\varphi = 0.412$) can be fitted satisfactorily to a power law $(T - T_c)^{-\alpha}$ where $T_c = 23.3 \pm 0.1 ^\circC$, which is $0.3 ^\circC$ lower than the binodal temperature. As can be seen in Fig. 2d, the LIPS effect varies linearly with laser power between 30 mW (lasing threshold) and 90 mW and then saturates. The saturation is caused by the shade-off effect\(^\text{21}\) inherent in phase-contrast microscopy that becomes significant when the LIPS spot becomes larger than a few micrometres. In addition to proximity to the binodal, the strength of the effect also depends on the nitrobenzene mole fraction. As can be seen in Fig. 2d, the strength of the LIPS effect follows an approximately bell-shaped curve as a function of mole fraction, peaking at the critical mole fraction. Time-dependent experiments show a mean $e^{-1}$ formation time of 3.4 s and a decay time of 4.0 s.

Laser-induced nucleation. Laser-induced crystal-nucleation experiments in the past have been carried out on metastable (super-saturated) solutions\(^\text{3,9,22,23}\). In order to demonstrate that laser-induced nucleation can be caused by a laser-tweezing effect, we attempted to carry out experiments in the metastable region between the binodal and spinodal in the liquid–liquid phase-separation diagram. Unfortunately, because this metastable region is very narrow, such experiments proved very difficult due to the spontaneous nucleation of phase separation, complicated by heating and Marangoni effects\(^\text{34}\).

However, laser-induced nucleation could be demonstrated when the temperature was set on the binodal temperature for a given nitrobenzene mole fraction, $x$. When the laser is switched on, a droplet is seen in phase-contrast imaging as in LIPS (Fig. 3a). Switching the laser off triggers the nucleation of a cloud of phase-separated droplets that ripens into a single, large, phase-separated droplet (Fig. 3b–d). This droplet disappears again through remixing on a timescale of tens of minutes. The size of the nucleated droplet increases with both laser power and laser exposure time (Fig. 3g,h). The effect was observed for $0.62 < x < 0.69$ (but not for mole fractions lower than critical) with the magnitude of the effect increasing as the critical point is approached (Fig. 3c,f).

When the laser is switched on, the LIPS effect draws nitrobenzene into the laser focus through diffusion, depleting the surrounding volume. If the nitrobenzene mole fraction of the sample is larger than critical and if the initial temperature is close to the binodal (Supplementary Fig. 5), it is to be expected that the enriched droplet remains in the mixed region while the depleted volume falls below the binodal and becomes metastable. However, some of the laser power is absorbed, resulting in an estimated temperature rise of $0.5 ^\circC$ (Supplementary Section 4)\(^\text{21}\). As the thermal diffusivity of nitrobenzene is three orders of magnitude greater than its diffusion coefficient, the heating effect will place both the enriched droplet and the depleted volume in the mixed region. When the laser is switched off, the temperature rapidly drops, placing the depleted volume below the binodal. It is this that triggers the nucleation.
Fig. 3 | Laser-induced nucleation triggered via the LIPS effect. a, In the mixed regime near a binodal, the LIPS effect combined with heating produces a droplet enriched in nitrobenzene surrounded by a depleted volume. \( (x = 0.632, T = 23.9{\,}^\circ C, \text{incident laser power } 100\text{ mW for } 30\text{ s, measured using PCM}) \). b, Switching off the laser, puts the depleted volume in the metastable region, triggering nucleation after \(< 1\text{s}\). c, Nucleation is followed by Ostwald ripening (frame at 4 s). d, The ripened droplet remains stable for tens of minutes (frame at 14 s). e, Further away from the critical point (here \(x = 0.657\)) the effect decreases (frame at 4 s). f, As in e for \(x = 0.675\) with a further diminished effect. g, h, The diameter of the nucleated droplet (at \(x = 0.632\)) increases with laser exposure time (g) and also with laser power (h). For more information, see the Methods section.

of phase-separated droplets in these experiments. For \(x<x_c\), the depleted volume moves further into the mixed regime and nucleation does not occur.

Conclusions
Near phase-transition boundaries of any kind (liquid–gas, liquid–solid, liquid–liquid and so on), concentration variations will take place that are likely to be greater near a critical point. We have shown here that a laser-tweezing potential, relying only on the stored electromagnetic energy in the laser focus, can direct such variations to enrich one component in a mixture or to trigger the nucleation of a phase-separated droplet by placing the mixture below the binodal line.

The effect described here is very different from laser-induced photothermal phase separation, which relies on liquid mixtures with a lower consolute boundary that is crossed through a trivial heating effect\(^{19,20}\). Earlier work on light-induced barodiffusion presented a similar theoretical model to the one used here but using the Navier–Stokes instead of the Kramers equations to describe laser-induced concentration variations\(^{21}\). The electrostrictive force introduced there is identical to the laser-tweezing potential discussed here but was disregarded in that work (under the assumption of infinitely short laser pulses) leaving only laser-induced photothermal phase separation. The LIPS effect is similar to, but much larger than, the optically biased diffusion of molecules described previously, which is only significant for molecules excited on resonance\(^{22}\).

The laser-tweezing potential induced phase separation near a liquid–liquid demixing critical point is likely to be related to previous observations of laser tweezing of amino acid crystals\(^{23}\). However, the latter experiments could only be carried out at an air–solution interface, implying a crucial role for evaporation and Marangoni effects\(^{24}\). The results presented here clearly require a repeat of those experiments in bulk samples and an exploration of non-trivial concentration effects caused by hidden liquid–liquid demixing critical points enhancing concentration variations\(^{12,13,25}\).

Because the laser-tweezing potential depth scales with the refractive index of the new phase and because nearly all solids have a higher refractive index than their corresponding liquid or solution phase, this effect can in principle explain all known laser-induced crystal-nucleation results, with the exception of nucleation induced by pulsed-laser-induced vapour or plasma bubbles.

The effect described here does not depend on the presence of pre-nucleation clusters\(^{31}\) that can be trapped or tweezed by the laser\(^{43}\). Instead, it creates a laser-tweezing potential well that lowers the free energy of the phase-separated state. This is a generic effect that does not only apply to poorly mixing liquids but to any mixture or solution. However, the ease with which the laser-tweezing potential can initiate phase separation is enhanced near a liquid–liquid demixing critical point or binodal line. Phase manipulation and nucleation can be induced with a straightforward low-power laser diode. This suggests that this effect can be used to control matter in a range of practical applications.

Methods
Materials. Experiments were carried out on nitrobenzene, decane and methylene blue (Sigma Aldrich) and used as supplied. All samples were filtered before use using 0.2-μm hydrophilic polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filters (Millipore) to remove dust. For all microscopy experiments, a sample thickness of \(11.58\pm0.19\) μm was used, controlled by glass monodisperse particle standards (Whitehouse Scientific). Particles were sandwiched between borosilicate glass (VWR) and ruby mica discs, which were cleaned by rinsing in acetone, isopropyl alcohol and distilled water, followed by drying in an oven at 150 °C for 30 min. The sample temperature was controlled to ±0.1 K using a Linkam THMS600 microscopy stage. In the experiments, the samples were quenched and held at a selected temperature\(^{33,34}\).
Microscopy. Microscopy was carried out using an Olympus BX53 light microscope that features modular units for phase-contrast and fluorescence microscopy, and a custom unit allowing for simultaneous laser irradiation and microscopy. The laser used was a 785-nm diode laser (Thorlabs) producing a maximum power incident on the sample of 200 mW with an elliptical mode with a mean beam radius (at half height) of 2.4 μm when using a x10 objective.

Phase-contrast microscopy converts small differences in optical path length into intensity, therefore it can be used as a measure of refractive index. Positive phase contrast has been used here and results in intensity scaling with refractive index for objects on the micrometre scale. Nitrobenzene strongly quenches many fluorophores and has been used here and results in intensity scaling with refractive index for objects on the micrometre scale.

Data were captured using the ImageJ add-on Micro Manager and analysed primarily using ImageJ. IGOR was used to fit radial distribution profiles of droplets to Gaussian functions and for graphing. The intensity of the LIPS effect (I_0(μ)) shown in Fig. 2 was calculated by determining the mean phase-contrast intensity within a droplet in ImageJ. The error bars shown in Figs. 2c,d and 3g,h are the ±1 standard deviation estimated through repeat measurements and are predominantly from laser power fluctuations.

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study and were used to make Figs. 2 and 3 are available in the Enlighten: Research Data Repository (University of Glasgow) with the identifier: https://doi.org/10.5525/gla.researchdata.563.
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1. Regular solution model of mixing
We will follow the modelling described by Jones, and define a liquid mixture with mole fractions of molecule A and B given by \( x_0 \) and \( x_B \), such that \( x_B = 1 - x_0 \). Define an energy interaction term by
\[
\chi = \frac{z}{2} \left( 2\varepsilon_{AB} - \varepsilon_{AA} - \varepsilon_{BB} \right) .
\]
(1)
The expression for the molar free energy is then
\[
F_{\text{mix}}(x_0, T, \chi) = RT \left( x_0 \ln x_0 + x_B \ln x_B \right) + \chi x_0 x_B
\]
\[= RT \left( x_0 \ln x_0 + \left[1 - x_0 \right] \ln \left[1 - x_0 \right] \right) + \chi x_0 (1 - x_0)
\]
(2)
Here \( z\varepsilon_{AA} \) is approximately equal to the heat of vaporisation, which ranges from 0 (at the gas-liquid critical point) to \( \sim 40 \) kJ/mol. So, for poorly mixing liquids, \( \chi \) is positive and on the order of a few kJ/mol.

Figure 1. (left) Mixing free energy for \( \chi = 5 \) kJ/mol and \( T = 200, 250, 300, \) and \( 350 \) K (top to bottom). (right) Binodal and spinodal for \( \chi = 5 \) and 2.5 kJ/mol.

The coexistence curve is at \( df_{\text{mix}}/dx = 0 \) and the spinodal at \( d^2f_{\text{mix}}/dx^2 = 0 \), which are easily solved for \( T \) as
\[
T_{\text{binodal}} = \frac{\chi \left(1 - 2x_0\right) R^{-1}}{\ln(1 - x_0) - \ln(x_0)}
\]
(3)
and
\[
T_{\text{spindal}} = 2x_0\chi \left(1 - x_0\right) R^{-1}
\]
(4)
As can be seen in Figure 1, one obtains a reasonable representation of the decane-nitrobenzene binodal for \( \chi = 5 \) kJ/mol.

Free-energy changes in a small volume
Suppose we have a volume \( V_0 \) of a mixture whose starting mole fraction of A is \( x_0 \). Now consider a tweezing laser with focal volume \( V_{\text{laser}} \), which causes the mixture to change to mole fraction \( x_{\text{laser}} \) and the remaining volume \( V_{\text{rest}} \) with mole fraction \( x_{\text{rest}} \).
\[
V'_0 = V_{\text{laser}} + V_{\text{rest}} \rightarrow V_{\text{rest}} = V'_0 - V_{\text{laser}}
\]
(5)
To conserve the total amount of A and B, we have
We will use the dipole approximation to calculate the stored electromagnetic energy. The stored electromagnetic energy is

\[ W = \frac{x_0^2 V_0 - x_{\text{laser}}^2 V_{\text{laser}}}{V_0 - V_{\text{laser}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The total energy of the phase-separated system is

\[ F_{\text{sep}}(x_{\text{laser}}) = \frac{V_{\text{laser}}}{V_0} F_{\text{mix}}(x_{\text{laser}}) + \frac{V_{\text{rest}}}{V_0} F_{\text{mix}}(x_{\text{rest}}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( V_{\text{rest}} \) and \( x_{\text{rest}} \) come from Eqs. (5) and (6). Figure 2 shows \( \Delta F = F_{\text{sep}} - F(x_0) \).

\[ \begin{array}{c}
| \Delta F \text{ (J/mol)} | \\
| \text{x}_{\text{laser}} |
\end{array} \]
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**Figure 2.** The change in free energy caused by changing the mole fraction in the laser volume for \( x_0 = 0.3, 0.5, \) and 0.7. \( T = 270 \) K.

**Adding in the effect of a tweezing laser**

The refractive index of a particular mixture is approximately given by

\[ n(x) = x n_a + (1 - x) n_b \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

We will use the dipole approximation to calculate the stored electromagnetic energy. The stored electromagnetic energy is

\[ U_{\text{dip}} = -\varepsilon_0 \chi E^2 = -\varepsilon_0 n^2 E^2 \left[ U_{\text{dip}} \right] = \frac{J}{m^2} \cdot \]

So, the total stored electromagnetic energy in the laser volume is

\[ U_{\text{laser}} = -\varepsilon_0 n^2 (x_{\text{laser}}) E^2 V_{\text{laser}} \cdot \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

We can now plot the difference free energy including the effect of the laser

\[ \Delta F_{\text{sep-laser}}(x_{\text{laser}}) = \frac{V_{\text{laser}}}{V_0} F_{\text{mix}}(x_{\text{laser}}) + \frac{V_{\text{rest}}}{V_0} F_{\text{mix}}(x_{\text{rest}}) - F_{\text{mix}}(x_0) - n^2 (x_{\text{laser}}) - n^2 (x_0) \left[ \varepsilon_0 E^2 V_{\text{laser}} \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

If the laser beam has a given energy flux (measured outside of the sample) of

\[ U_{\text{laser}} = \varepsilon_0 E^2 A c \left[ U_{\text{laser}} \right] = W \cdot \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where \( A \) is the area of the laser focus, then the laser intensity

\[ I = \varepsilon_0 E^2 = \frac{U_{\text{laser}}}{A c}, \left[ \varepsilon_0 E^2 \right] = \frac{J}{m^2} \cdot \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

For a typical \( \sim 200 \) mW laser (in the sample) focused to a 2.4 \( \mu \text{m} \) radius spot, this gives \( \sim 40 \) kJ/m³.
Figure 3. Additional details for Figure 1 in the main text. Plots of the change in free energy $\Delta F$ in a nitrobenzene-decane mixture of mole fraction $x_0$ of nitrobenzene when the mole fraction is changed to $x_{laser}$ in a small volume. Here the initial nitrobenzene mole fraction is $x_0 = 0.5$ (left) and $x_0 = 0.3$ (right), the laser intensity is $I = 0$ (red), 100 (blue), and 200 (green) J/m$^3$, $\chi = 5$ kJ/mol, and $T = 300$ (left) and 280 (right) K. The refractive indices are set to $n_{\text{decane}} = 1.41$ and $n_{\text{nitrobenzene}} = 1.54$. The panel on the left corresponds to the regime in which the two liquids are mixed and close to the liquid-liquid critical point. In the panel on the right, the system is metastable when the laser is off and the free energy could be lowered by phase separation after crossing a free-energy barrier.

2. Change in refractive index calculation

Figure 4. (left) Phase contrast image of a nitrobenzene–decane sample at the critical mole fraction (0.575) at a temperature (23.0°C) where phase separation has occurred. The line shows the cut through a nitrobenzene droplet. (right) Phase-contrast intensity along the cut line of a nitrobenzene–decane sample at the critical mole fraction at $T = 23.0°C$ (phase separated) and $T = 23.6°C$ (mixed) but in the presence of a LIPS-inducing laser. The curve at 23.0°C clearly shows saturation caused by the shade-off effect inherent in phase-contrast microscopy of larger objects.

The composition of the LIPS-generated droplet can be calculated by estimating the changes in refractive index as measured on the edge of phase-separated droplets. From the cross sections of phase-contrast images shown in Figure 4, the droplet edges have amplitudes of 1820 and the LIPS droplet a central amplitude of 110. These values are proportional to the difference in refractive index $\Delta n$ between them and the bulk. Using the lever rule in the phase diagram in Figure 5, the nitrobenzene-rich droplet and surrounding decane-rich region can be calculated to have mole fractions of 0.68 and 0.45 respectively. Under the reasonable assumption that the refractive index varies linearly with mole fraction, mole fractions of 0.68 and 0.45 correspond to refractive indices of 1.505 and 1.473 respectively. Therefore, $\Delta n = 0.032$ for the phase separated case, and the ratio 110/1820 can be used to calculate $\Delta n = 0.002$ for the LIPS droplet. Therefore $n = 1.493$ in the LIPS droplet compared to $n = 1.491$ in the bulk. We can now calculate the mole fraction of nitrobenzene in the LIPS droplet to be 0.589 compared to 0.575 in the bulk.
3. Nitrobenzene–decane phase diagram

Figure 5. Nitrobenzene–decane phase diagram as measured in a 12-µm sample held between borosilicate glass slides. The red points indicate the highest temperature at which the demixed state is lower in energy than the mixed state. The black curve is for illustration only.

4. Sample heating calculation

Joule heating in the laser focus can be calculated using the model by Schmidt et al., \(^3\) where the rise in temperature in the focus is given by

\[
\Delta T = \frac{\alpha P}{2\pi C_{th}} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{2\pi R}{\lambda} \right) - 1 \right],
\]

where \(\alpha\) is the absorption coefficient (m\(^{-1}\)), \(P\) is the power (W), \(C_{th}\) is the thermal conductivity (J s\(^{-1}\) m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)), \(R\) is the distance between the coverslips (m), and \(\lambda\) is the wavelength (m). Absorption coefficients were measured using UV-vis spectroscopy to be 0.698 m\(^{-1}\) for nitrobenzene and 0.684 m\(^{-1}\) for decane. Thermal conductivities at 25°C are 0.149 J s\(^{-1}\) m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) for nitrobenzene and 0.1296 J s\(^{-1}\) m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) for decane. \(^7\) Hence, \(\Delta T\) comes out as 0.50°C for nitrobenzene and 0.57°C for decane.

Figure 6. Schematic liquid-liquid phase diagram showing the combined effects of laser induced phase separation (LIPS) and heating. (a) When the tweezing laser is switched on, laser absorption will quickly heat the laser volume and some of the surrounding area. (b) On a slower timescale, determined by mass diffusion, LIPS will cause the formation of a nitrobenzene enriched droplet surrounded by a depleted volume. (c) When the laser is
switched off, both the enriched droplet and the depleted volume will quickly cool as thermal diffusion is 3 orders of magnitude faster than mass diffusion. (d) On a longer timescale equilibrium will be restored. (e) When such an experiment is carried near the critical point, nothing in particular happens as all points remain in the mixed region. (f) When the starting point is at high mole fraction and near the binodal, the depleted volume will drop into the meta- or un-stable region when the laser is switched off. (g) When the starting point is at low mole fraction and near the binodal, the enriched droplet will drop into the meta- or un-stable region when the laser is switched off. Phase separation will cause this droplet to further enrich while shrinking at the same time, rendering it invisible because of the lever rule.

5. References